
XX.  THE PROPHECY 

WARNING: 

The following prophecy is a wide speculation, authors opinion, 
scientific and non-scientific guess work, religious indoctrination, 
circumstantial evidence, pseudoscience, paradigm changing, 
consciousness altering material.  

The Prophecy may cause various emotional triggers, emotional 
unhappiness, suicidal thoughts, lethargy, erectal disfunction or 
societal discontent for emotional safe-space needing snowflakes. You 
may also become an addict to drugs, alcohol, gambling and other 
substances. You may also become more violent.  

If you are under 18 do not read it. If you are in one of the high risk 
mentally unstable groups it’s strongly recommended not to engage in 
this chapter. Remember - you were warned. 

——————————————————————————————————————————— 

„As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son 
of Man. For in the days before the flood, people were eating, 
drinking, marrying up to the day Noah entered the ark; and they knew 
nothing about what would happen until the flood came and took them 
all away.” 

Matthew 24:37-39 

„You must also be ready, because the Son of Man will come at the 
hour when you do not expect him” 

Luke 12:40  



It is not important who is the reference to the Son of Man is in the 
above text. What is important that similarly to the days of Noah only a 
few individuals will be saved when this is all over. Let me explain what 
I have in mind - these are just many puzzles from the same picture 
which are now coming together to give us this Prophecy. 

1. We live in a prison. This planet is nothing but a farm and we are a 
crop. The fact we do not use Rife in medicine is a concrete proof. 

2. This planet like every other item in the universe belongs to 
someone. Everything has an owner! 

3. There are thousands of planets like ours. Or I should say thousands 
of such prisons / factories like ours. 

4. They extract things from us - many different enzymes and life 
extending products. Jupiter Ascending movie show it best. 

5. How do we know it - Western medicine and mind control powers 
they possess over the 99.99998% of the population are staggering. 

6. The product they convert us into is sold to other extraterrestrial 
species. 

7. Our bodies are enslaved with use of nanotechnology which is an 
integral part of the DNA. This was initiated some 60k years ago. 

8. Removal of nanotechnology from within the DNA has to be done 
slowly in stages - the Hexr reaction would be too brutal if we could 
destroy it in one go. 

9. How do we know it - the „Swordfish” movie is yet another message 
showing the duration - look at the hybrid on the screen. 

10. Why nobody has ever entertained the topic of overpopulation on 
this planet - everything so far is about consumption and population 
growth! Watch „They Live” movie. 



11. The KGB book says that the planet cannot exceed the 8 billion 
number. The Reptilians would launch another plague to wipe us 
out. This is now been triggered. They will obviously not allow the 
crop to go to waste. Only some elderly and wilted. This is why 
Kovid and 90% effectiveness. Those elderly will never become 
immune to Kovid. And they will be dropping like flies even after 
being vaccinated. 

12. The chemtrails contain nanotechnology. The nanotechnology is part 
of the fuel jet. The nano is heat resistant. Therefore we all inhale 
it and we all have it. There is no need to inject nano with 
vaccinations. This is not the purpose of vaccinations. 

13. The vaccination for Kovid has only one purpose - something they 
cannot put through a combustion chamber of a jet engine - the 
explosives. Only a couple of molecules from certain explosives are 
enough to detonate within your heart muscle to assassin someone. 
More on it later. 

14. There were 1400 underground cities with sky like lighting and 
normal earth set ups. They are now reported to be completely 
empty. The cities were dwelled by many species of 
extraterrestrials. 

15. Mick Romney once said - „I’ve had many conversation with humans 
over the years”. All Intelligence services are purely E.T. Agencies to 
monitor and control the human kind - the crop. 

16. My invention of the universal cure is not only designed to cure but 
also to reverse ageing. Now imagine - since they attempted to 
assassin me with microwave weapon in December 2019 they have 
obviously been monitoring my work. So - there is only one 
conclusion - MI6, CIA, KGB, and many other agencies which are ET 
set ups they would have studied my invention. They would have 
analysed and learned my discoveries. 

17. So what happens next - all of the species dwelling in the 
underground cities - if they learnt my knowledge on age reversal 
and curing diseases they would no longer need the product they 



convert us into. And this is the reason why they evacuated all of 
the cities or removed them from the planet. Big intergalactic war 
is on the way. Imagine that whoever cultivates us and this planet 
has no longer profit from selling the elixir of life, then they would 
be our of business. It’s the same if we invented engine running on 
H2O. This would put all oil producers out of business. The same 
appears has just happened with this factory and our prison. And 
they will be trying to prevent this knowledge to spread to other 
locations in the universe. So I suspect all of the species dwelling on 
this planet were killed as well. 

18. So - what next? - Well, if you cannot control the crop or if the crop 
outsmarted the farmer then the crop has to be burned. So - this is 
what is now being staged. The harvest of the remaining crop. 

19. Vaccinations = Explosives! Why - so when they load us up and we 
uprise they will have means to cull us. To use humane means to 
destroy us instead of using gas chambers or bullets. Or frying us 
with microwave weapons. Hopefully quick and painless method to 
switch us off. The same we do to cattle in abattoirs. We gas 
animals and shoot in the head with current. But explosive is far 
better than anything. It can be done en mass to a thousand of 
humans with a direct energy weapon. 

20. Additionally - we are being prepared - for the first contact. They 
will pretend to save us from:… from many things. They will 
engineer an apocalypse. 

21. So - how will they engineer the human harvest - well - you need a 
few things - a plague, an asteroid plunging into e.g. Pacific 
creating a major tsunami, then the solar flair and then another but 
much larger asteroid. 

22. When they appear in the sky - as a flotilla of thousands of vessels 
they will tell us they have only one aim - to save us. They will offer 
us life on another planets and a saving from the major cataclysm of 
a complete destruction from a comet the size we never saw 
before. Except this will be a hologram. This will never happen. 



23. The Sun will be dimmed out and we will be in a complete darkness 
for many days to increase the fear effect. The temperatures will 
plummet to well below zero. 

24. All of this will be designed to use very little persuasion to get us 
loaded voluntarily on to the space wagons. 

25. How else do you ensure we all do it - they will engineer a few 
natural disasters wiping out most crop in 2021. So 90% of people 
will have to accept vouchers from the government. The moment 
you accept their voucher this is the moment you are under their 
contract. It’s the same with accepting chemotherapy. 

26. The three virtues have been designed to control you - basically so 
you do nothing to be prepared. So when it happens you will have 
no choice but to accept their help. 

27. The solar flair will destroy most of the power grid leaving all of us 
in freezing conditions. With the Sun being covered by the second 
asteroid the temperatures will plummet to minus 30 or more in the 
UK alone. 

28. The Kovid vaccinations are only 90% effective. And if we translate 
it into age groups then they are probably only 50% effective for 70 
year old +. Why - because they do not need „the dead wood”. 
Apologies for the language but that is the truth. 

29. Jehova witnesses refer to 144,000 of people to be allowed into 
heaven. This number is largely exaggerated. There were three 
zeros added behind 144. Only 144 humans will survive the next 
wipe out phase. And those 144 will become Watchers. They will be 
upgraded to the rank of a god. 

30. Those who survive will be given access to the most advanced 
technology that can be comprehended by our currently primitive 
minds. The „Black Panther” movie shows locations on this planet 
with places already prepared for those who survive. 



31.  The harvest date according to Vega Test is set for 3rd March 2022. 
03.03.22 or 33 22 - looks familiar? No. Lets hope I’m completely 
wrong about it. 

32. The harvest date is set for 03.03.2022. This is the end of the 
winter time in the northern hemisphere. Please notice most of the 
population lives on the norther half. Southern is mainly Africa and 
South America - poor continents which will be very easy to pacify. 

33. So when we are put through more atrocities this 2021 year we will 
end up in a dark place and with Marshall Law and 2021 Agenda 
being implemented around us. Again - all of this has been designed 
to inflict as much misery on the human kind as possible. 

34. So you comply when the times come. So you are left with no hope 
no only for the normal life to go back to normal but they will leave 
no doubt in your head that there is no chance of survival when the 
comment hits this planet. 

35. They will trick us like in the V Series. Kind and helpful and ready to 
save us. Once you accept their offer you will not be able to undo 
it. 

36. Remember - they will need to clear this planet in 100% from all 
human kind. 100%! 

37. They will use WI-FI to highjack your mind and make you comply. 
You will not be able to oppose it. This is why they gave everybody 
in Africa cell phones to have them access to information during 
that process. 

38. Never before we had these amount of satellites enabling them to 
trace and transmit 5G signal to every corner on this planet. This is 
unprecedented. This is now feasible to cover 100% of the planet 
population. 

39. All religions were designed to control us. They will use them to 
persuade you to comply. Many celebrities will be chanting to say 
how lovely it is on another planet. „GET ON BOARD QUICK!” 



REMEMBER WHY WE ARE HERE - YOU ARE A SLAVE AND YOU HAVE A 
CHANCE TO BECOME A FREE MAN. SO START RIFING. 

ALSO REMEMBER - YOU NEED TO GET RID OF NANO BEFORE THIS DATE. 
AND YOU HAVE TO ALLOW AT LEAST 20 WEEKS OF STRAIGHT RIFING 
WITH THE LATEST NUMBER. 20 WEEKS PRIOR TO 3rd MARCH 2022. 

ARE YOU DEPRESSED ENOUGH. DO YOU THINK PRAYING TO GOD WILL 
STOP IT OR THAT GOD WILL SAVE YOU. IT IS GOD WHO WILL BE 
HARVESTING THIS PLANET! 

LETS HOPE THE WORLD GOES BACK TO NORMAL IN A FEW WEEKS TIME. 

AT THE END OF THE DAY THIS IS ONLY A FAIRY TALE STORY! 

The Author, 16th January 2021


